This paper expands our previous activities on automated texture analysis applying optimized nonlinear and oriented kernels. The operator parameterization is achieved using particle swarm optimization (PSO) 
Introduction
A significant part of image processing and in particular texture analysis systems is still manually assembled by the more or less experienced designer and needs to be adapted or reengineered for varying tasks. Our general work contributes to the design automation of such systems for the particular case of 2D and 3D gray value image analysis using both global and local optimization approaches. In this paper we further expand our hybrid texture analysis and segmentation system for industrial image processing applications by applying optimized texture operators. Aspiring better classification results, we compare SVM to kNN, where the latter is the common means for assessment and classification.
For texture analysis, numerous established methods like Laws filters [6, 8] , Gabor filters [3, 8] , orientation based methods (e.g., Hough transform [1] ) and the CoOccurrence matrix [5, 8] , are commonly applied to find suitable features for an ensuing classification. Inspired by local orientation coding (LOC) and local autocorrelation (LAC) [7] we introduced in our previous work [9] the application of Non-Linear and Oriented Kernels (NLOK) and the ensuing building of first and second order statistics for feature segmentation. Methods based on LOC and LAC concepts are fortunate with regard to their computational simplicity, real time advantage, and parallel implementation properties. In this paper, we further examine the performance of this operator and compare the results to standard operators. For the required optimization particle swarm optimization [4, 11] has been chosen instead of the previously used genetic algorithms.
Texture analysis method
NLOK is based on a defined bank of filter kernels which contain linear and non-linear operations between the gray values of two or more neighboring pixels. These kernels represent oriented structures like edges and corners (see table 1). The gray values g 1, g 2, and g 3 on these positions are combined by operators such as the "Absolute difference" (1) and/or "Multiplication" (2) . To find the dominant kernel, the comparison of two filter responses is required. For kernels with a different number of elements, normalization of the gray values by applying the 2 nd respectively 3 rd root for the operator "Multiplication" is mandatory. Depending on the chosen operator, either lines with similar high gray values or edges in the image correspond to a high filter response.
For a region based classification, we gain information about oriented structures in larger texture segments (ROIs). For each ROI first and second order histograms of the dominating kernels, i.e., kernels delivering the highest filter response are built to distinguish between different textures. Either the histogram entries themselves or features computed from them serve in the ensuing texture classification.
The selection of a certain number of filter kernels, the dimensioning of the ROIs, as well as the feature selection is part of the automated optimization process of our hybrid texture analysis system. For the required optimization PSO has been chosen.
Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a population based search algorithm that has been proven to be successful in solving a wide range of difficult problems. Each individual, here denoted as particle, has a randomly initialized position X and velocity V in the search space, which are adapted in the optimization process according to equations 3 and 4 to find the best position in the search space according to a fitness function. XGB ' ' the previous Global Best position of a particle in the neighborhood of the particle. C 1 and C 2 are positive constants, usually in the range [1, 4] . R 1 and R 2 are two random functions taking values in the range [0, 1] . The parameter χ is a constricting factor to control the convergence of the particles. Fig.1 shows the applied optimization process of PSO. 
Overview of the NLOK parameters subject to optimization
See table 2 for a full overview of the NLOK parameters for the texture analysis that will be improved during the optimization process with PSO. 
Fitness Evaluation
For the fitness evaluation and texture classification, a voting k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) classifier as well as a C-support vector machine with a RBF kernel is used. See eq. 5 for the kernel function. For the SVM, we implemented the free library "libSVM" [2] . The therein included multi-class classification is achieved by a "one-against-one" approach with a total of c(c-1)/2 classifiers, where c is number of classes. 0 , ) , ( :
In contrary to a proposed grid search for the adjustable SVM parameters γ and C, the penalty parameter for the error term, we include these parameter selections into our global optimization process with PSO. See table 3 for an overview of the method control parameters of the applied classifiers. For assessment of the suggested algorithm solutions, a fitness function based on the classification result is applied. If the ROI dimensions are a part of the optimization process, an additional term is added according to equation 6 to increase the probability to find the best fitting ROIs:
where NROI OK is the number of correctly classified ROIs, NROI ALL the number of all ROIs in one image, A IMG the pixels area of the image and N PixelNotInROI the number of image pixels which are not encompassed in the union of all ROIs.
Experiments
For all our experiments the parameters in table 4 were used for the optimization with PSO. The chosen PSO parameter set for C 1 , C 2 and χ has been so widely used that it is known as the canonical PSO and has been proven successful [10] in a wide range of applications. For each experiment one training set (Tr0) and two test sets (Te1 and Te2) for cross validation were generated (see table 5 ). A set contains one image with different textures, which is divided into a certain number of ROIs. The voting kNN classifier or SVM is trained with the features of the training ROIs (Tr0) and evaluated by the features of the first test set (Te1). The generalization ability of the optimized texture analysis algorithm is evaluated with the second test set (Te2). 
Benchmark textures
The texture benchmark contains sixteen 128x128 pixels 8bit gray value images from natural textures. See Fig. 2 for the training and test data sets .   Tr0  T1  T2  T3  T4  T5  T6  T7  T8   T9  T10  T11  T12  T13  T14  T15 T16 Te1
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Figure 2. Training and two test datasets
Training and two test datasets with sixteen different 8bit gray value benchmark textures with the size 128x128 pixels. Leather is a basic material for a wide range of high end products such as furniture, shoes or car seats. Scratches and other defects reduce the quality of the leather. Due to the sizes of the defects high resolution imaging is necessary. In connection with the area of a whole cowhide and low contrast in the resulting images, fast and accurate image processing algorithms for the defect detection must be found (e.g. to optimize ensuing cutting positions).
Application data from leather inspection
Figure 4. Cuttlings and veins
Upper row: cuttlings (with contrast enhancement) on tanned leather. Lower row: veins.
One of the most common defects on leather are scratches which are usually caused by barbed wires. The gray level contrast in the images depends on the depth of a scratch. See Fig. 3 for some examples of scratches on leather. For a better visual understanding, the contrast in these images is manually enhanced and the images are scaled to the same height. False positives during scratch detection are based mostly on natural textural structures on the leather like cuttings or veins. (See Fig. 4 for examples) . The training and test images as well as manual segmentations are displayed in figure 5.
Tr0 275x275 pixels
Te1 275x275 pixels
Te2 265x265 pixels
Reference images (manual segmentation)
black: scratches
Figure 5. Example for the training and test images for scratch detection
Parameter sensitivity of the kNN classifier
To explore the influence of the kNN classifier, we vary the number of the considered neighbors in the texture classification for the benchmark textures (see table 6 ). Due to the optimization of the texture operator parameters in particular the dimensions of the regarded ROIs, higher values for k = 7 are not suitable. The number of samples for each class may be too low for adequate classification results. 
Support vector machines versus kNN
Additional to the common classification approach with the voting kNN classifier, a multi-class support vector machine is applied. One approach to determine appropriate values for the SVM parameters is to apply an extensive grid search. Due to the overall optimization process and therefore a necessary adaptation of those parameters for every proposed solution a grid search costs too much computational time. Thus, we adjust these parameters along with the texture operator's parameters in the global optimization. 
Region based texture classification
For the region based texture classification first and second order statistics are alternatively computed from the dominating kernel IDs within a ROI according to [9] . The resulting 1D or 2D histograms can be immediately used as feature vectors. The proposed NLOK operator is compared with established texture analysis operators in particular Haralick's CoOccurrence method based on benchmark and application data. All fourteen Haralick parameters are computed from a 256x256 Co-Occurrence matrix and used for the classification. The ROI dimensions RoiX and RoiY as well as the spatial relations StepX and StepY are part of the optimization with SVM.
The Laws texture energy measures (LTEM) are computed according to [6, 8] . From the one-dimensional convolution kernels L5, E5, S5, W5 and R5 (Level, Edge, Spot, Wave, Ripple) twenty-five twodimensional convolution kernels (L5L5, L5E5, etc.) are built. The measures are computed using a nonlinear windowing operation over a local neighborhood for each convoluted image. Additionally, a set of autocorrelation coefficients (AC) [8] for each ROI is computed by estimating the relationship between all pixel pairs g(x,y) and g(x+p,y+q). The NLOK parameters are described in sec. 2, table 2. An overview of the methods degrees of freedom and the corresponding parameters of the further applied texture operators are shown in table 8. 
Results
Parameter Sensitivity of the kNN classifier
From our experiments with varying k for the voting kNN classifier, no general rule for the selection of k can be deducted. This parameter seems to be highly dependent of the application data and therefore needs to be determined every time. One approach to solve this problem is to include the variation of k into the global optimization process. See table 9 and figure 6 for the mean classification rates and standard deviations (5 runs) for NLOK with varying k. NLOK k = 9 20 83.9 ± 1.8% 77.5 ± 3.5% The mean classification rates and standard deviations (5 runs) for NLOK with kNN with a varying k. In addition, k influences the chosen parameter set resulting from the optimization process. Smaller k's yield different feature sets (first and second order statistics) for the 5 optimization runs whereas higher k's (excluding k=9) solely result in choosing of the values of the second order histogram as features for the texture classification (see table 10 ). The ultimately chosen ROI dimensions for this application reflect the rather large size of texture elements like in texture T5 or T13 of the benchmark data. 
Support vector machines versus kNN
The classification result using SVM are significantly higher than using a basic voting kNN classifier (see table 10 ). In each of the five optimization runs a perfect hundred percent classification rate was reached for both test sets Te1 and Te2. Additionally, the computational execution time is significantly lower for SVM than for kNN. for NLOK with kNN (k=5) and SVM.
Region based texture classification
The classification results using SVM for region based texture classification when applying different texture operators are shown in table 12. When using the "libSVM" default values for the SVM parameters C and γ for benchmark texture classification, only NLOK reached a perfect classification rate. Adaptation of C and γ in the global optimization process yielded in hundred percent classification rates for all texture operators. 
Conclusions
This paper elaborated another building block for our evolving methodology and framework for the automated design of image processing systems with the special focus on texture analysis. In this context, numerous established texture analysis operators and a proprietary operator from our previous research were subject to optimization by PSO and compared for benchmark and leather inspection data. In particular, for assessment as well as classification, multi-class SVMs were applied in optimization and texture classification as an alternative to the commonly employed kNN. All texture analysis methods generally benefited from the optimization approach and delivered better results than naïve application. NLOK proved to be a viable and competitive operator. The application of SVM instead of kNN proved to be an outstanding improvement concerning performance as well as speed.
In future work, we will employ SVM in general for optimization in our framework. In particular, we will investigate SVM degrees of freedom, e.g., kernel variations, support vector reduction, and different multi-class decision options. Additionally, the detection and classification of a wider range of defects in leather inspection, e.g. shingles, a skin disease (see Fig. 7 ) will be investigated. 
